## Course Options – First Year BSc

### ★0 à ★6 Options

### ★6 à ★12 in French courses (FRANC) (See Section 184.2 of the Calendar)

*In order to help you choose the appropriate French course, you must take a French Placement Test by following the link www3.csj.ualberta.ca/profil*

### ★15 à ★18 Sciences

**The following courses meet the requirements for Science credits:** ANATE/ANAT; BIOCM/BIOCH; BIOLE/BIOL; CHIM/CHEM; HISTE 397, 398; INFOR/CMPUT; MATHQ/MATH; MICRE/MICRB; PHYSE/PHYSL; PHYSQ/PHYS; PSYCE/PSYCO 104, 258, 275, 282, 367, 377, 381, 458, 496; STATQ/STAT

*Maximum of ★42/14 junior-level courses

This is not an official chart. Please consult section 184.7 of the University of Alberta’s Academic Calendar http://www.registrar.ualberta.ca/calendar/ or contact the academic advisor (conseiller@ualberta.ca)

Please refer to Bear Tracks for the most updated course descriptions. [https://www.beartracks.ualberta.ca/](https://www.beartracks.ualberta.ca/)

### First year courses per major:

#### Biology/ Biological Sciences:
- BIOLE 107, BIOLE 108

#### Chemistry:
- CHIM 101, CHIM 102
- CHIM 164

#### Mathematics / mathematical Sciences:
- MATHQ 114, MATHQ 115, MATHQ 125
- MATHQ 100, MATHQ 101, MATHQ 102

#### Physics/ physical Sciences:
- PHYSQ 124, 126, PHYSQ 130, 131

#### Psychology Sciences:
- PSYCE 104

#### Statistics:
- STATQ 151